ENVIRONMENT, SUSTAINABILITY, WATER, FOOD AND POVERTY
( GLOBAL WARMING IS THE COROLLARY OF POVERTY)
This is a continuation of an earlier presentation on “Poverty Alleviation” (Please see notes at the end)
We talk of Barbarians, the Huns, and other so-called invaders and a few others known as “crusaders”.
Almost all of these are known to us in the words of the Western Intellectual traditions. Interestingly, we
also fall prey to the statements such as the following: “Kashmir is the Switzerland of India” ... “Alleppey
is the Venice of India” ... “Coimbatore is the Manchester of India” ... and many more. We in the eastern
world would always wish to be “known” in parlance with the western thoughts and paradigms. There are
idioms such as “of potatoes and cabbages” ... and the like, which are copied ditto by even the “original”
writers and thinkers here, as though that is the way we need to write and express. Our entire systems of
governance, economics, business, education and many activities like tourist operations are TUNED to
western ethos and western culture/ traditions. We want our youngsters to learn the use of fork and knife,
as well as western customs and “table manners”; “cutting the cake” is the fashion on birth days... The
lists would go on ... Our entire education system is tuned to convert the greatest of our resources – the
young and dynamic youth – to become mere “technical clerks' of the western world.
Let us look at a few illustrations which tell us certain “stories”
FIGURE-1
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FIGURE-3

Analyses of the three illustrations would show the causal connection between poverty and global
warming, leading to the conclusion that global warming is the corollary of poverty. We shall try to
see though the illustrations above, to arrive at the veracity of our inference.
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We begin with FIGURE-1: The illustration depicts the lament of one of the greatest environmentalist,
David Attenborough, expressing unequivocally that the “white settlers” had been responsible for the
near wiping out of millions of American Bison from the North American continent in just a few years! If
we dispassionately study the history of “explorations and invasions”, we have so many facts that tell how
the western civilization were responsible for the destructions and wiping off several peaceful civilizations
and human settlements from the Incas to the colonization of the entire African region. They were not
merely satisfied with such colonization alone. But, perpetrated the destruction of entire species of the
natural surroundings in almost all these places they conquered; and forcefully brought in alien species to
replace all local natural species. Examples are: Oil palm, rubber, coffee, vanilla, tea and the like in the
Eastern world, all of which have destroyed many local species, resulting in tremendous changes in the
patterns of the local ecology, local living conditions and in fact, destroying a whole culture. Natural local
species such as Coconut, Jackfruit, Local banana, and many local vegetables have been either
destroyed or are neglected to the levels of getting into extinction. In a different fashion, many African
and South American species have been over exploited for businesses in Europe and Americas – the
case of Cocoa and Cashew are examples. The fact to be understood here is that the very low profile
peace loving civilizations in all these regions were simply subservient to the white invaders, who had
absolutely no stake in the thousands of years old civilizations of the different regions. And, they (the
white invaders) could get away with anything, as they pleased. Although such invasions, plundering and
destructions began as early as 350 BC during Alexander, the real thrust began during the middle ages,
when “great explorers” took to the seas, challenging all odds, to seek fortunes in foreign lands!
Today, we are where we are! A world wherein the entire thoughts and actions are dictated and directed
by a small minority western civilization, of European origin – whether in Australia or New Zealand,
Poland or Kosovo, Mexico or Brazil, Philippines or Bahamas, Nigeria or South Africa ... If “they” think of
invading Iraq, it happens: if they decide to “kill” so-called Taliban in Afghanistan, without bothering for
the deaths of thousands of poor peasants, it is no body's concern; if they decide to impose GM foods
against the wishes of local communities, it is no body's concern ... a very pathetic unipolar situation,
wherein the minority groups snatch the resources of the majority.
On FIGURE-2: The situation depicted is a pathetic state of affairs in almost all the developing world China, India, Thailand, Vietnam ... et all. The local mafia and “fast buck” business community are
encouraged by the western world, surreptitiously, in collusion with the local Government to accept
“polluting industries” as the path towards progress. This action is to “help” the multinational corporations
of the Western world to SURVIVE, in the light of the stringent pollution control measures adopted in
those countries. In fact, ship loads of Municipal solid wasts and extremely dangerous chemical wastes
are dumped in the eastern world, surreptitiously, through”back door” methods ... the local governments
being lured to “close their” eyes!
On FIGURE-3: The pathetic picture of desperate women standing in “que” with plastic pots for water is
the story of nearly 750 million people in India! The government has NOT cared to look at this as one of
the BIGGEST problems in India (and also in many other countries); but greater thrusts are given to socalled International Airports, International Tourism, IIT graduation and Post graduation to “help”
educated youngsters to be “transported” to alien nations... and much more
The different illustrations above have been presented from the thousands of other happenings around
the”eastern” world, wherein the local mafia and other “fast buck” business communities (a minuscule
percentage of the total population) have colluded with the western world to ultimately corner the wealth
of the passive local communities. But, as Lord Swaraj Paul said ... “India is sitting on a time bomb – of
the poverty of 800 million people; it is shameful that solutions to this gigantic problem is NOT being
considered with the importance and thrust it needs”. Thus, the problems of environment, sustainability,
food and water are entwined into one factor – POVERTY, and all of these could be traced to the
“plundering” of the world resources by the western world, in collusion with local support groups –
ultimately resulting in so-called Global warming!
Below is the open FREE VOLUNTEERING by this writer to work anywhere in the poorer parts of the
world, toward Poverty Alleviation, as defined there in:
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Hello Friends
GREETINGS
1. This writer wishes to "define" poverty as an effect of snatching off by a minority the resources of
the majority
2. It is a travesty of modernism, wherein every one now talks or indulges in great rhetoric on poverty
alleviation, and a few are bestowed with the Nobel Prize for peace, on the pretext of working toward
reducing poverty and human disparities. Seminars and Millennium Development Goals are initiated;
world level statesmen vie with one another to talk, cajole and offer various sops to the multinational
corporations, toward reducing poverty; huge amounts of time, efforts and money spent; and above
all, a great many of the population in the "better developed" world readily come forward to act, donate
and volunteer ... all toward the efforts to change poverty conditions. But, alas! The rate of increase of
poverty seems to be growing exponentially ... and the "gap" between the "rich" and the "poor" is
continually rising.
3. Without going into the history, science and philosophy of poverty, it is observed that increase in
poverty is directly proportional to the increases in modern technology developments and the
resultant "economic" developments! ... ultimately leading to the dreaded Global warming –
apparently displaying a causal connection between Global Warming and Global Poverty
4. Thus, it is a sad commentary on all of our systems of economic theories and development science
(whether the so-called Capitalist, Socialist, Communist or “humanist”, and all so-called modern
economics) that the two hundred and fifty years of industrial revolution, finally leading to modern day
Globalization, have only created greater misery and subsistence struggle for over 60% of the 6.6
billion people of the world – 90% of all of these (poor) people live in the tropical world ... India alone
accounting for about 700 million. What then could be the answer?
5. The answer lies in a THREE-pronged attack:
1. First and foremost, “poverty alleviation” must necessarily be a techno-socio-environmental
economic process that redefines the science, technology, philosophy and managerial
entrepreneurship pertaining to the “new” development paradigm; and, in order that the
resultant development activities are self sustaining, every such activity would have to compete
one-to-one with so-called modern technologies and standards;
2. The said development paradigm would have to be such that all activities are centered in the
poorest areas, creating conditions for the local population to earn their livelihood in ones own
home environment, resulting in increased purchasing power, which alone can empower the
poverty stricken people;
3. Finally, the new development theme must necessarily be a profitable business system,
capable of attracting normal business funds when weighed against any existing scheme of
things; additionally, and not the least, the systems of activities would have to offer long range
solutions to the local problems and needs, using local resources, and enhancing local
wisdom, without creating ecological and environment deterioration. In essence, this new
paradigm should be a self sustainable commercial program
6. The question arises: “Are we not asking and 'talking' too much?” The answer is that the three sets of
action-arrangements (as aforesaid) are necessary and mandatory; and even if they are not exactly
planned and visualized uniformly by different thinkers and action-groups, that a lasting and
sustainable solution to the scourge of poverty could be achieved only by empowering the
poorer section with HIGHER PURCHASING POWER, through continued livelihood activities, is
an absolute fact.
7. Thus, any amount of doles, grants, gifts, unproductive supports, or otherwise those arranged through
short term and adhoc methods would at best be temporary, without any lasting impact.
8. THE NEW BUSINESS PARADIGM: This new business paradigm would be commercialized through
the concept of AGRO-POLYMER INDUSTRY COMPLEX- SUSTAINABILITY ENGINEERED
PROJECTS (please visit: http://www.agro-biogenics.com/apix.html) APIX-SEP would be set up in
village/ farm regions. The small farm/ village communities would be empowered to fully utilize all
locally available agro-renewable resources/ animal/ organic/ waste resources as well as all other
available non-farm vegetation/ plant/ tree resources in different ecological surroundings (collectively
termed: AGRO-BIOGENICS). These would be converted into useful value added products
(processed foods, alternate engineering materials, alternate petro-chemicals, alternate energy, biofertilizers, and “carbon sink” engineered products), through an inter related and an integrated technosocio-commercial process engineering. In doing so, we shall recycle, as far as possible, not less than
50% of the original input materials within the same ecological surroundings. The logic is to reduce the
effects of environmental and ecological damages due to techno-economic activities. This method, as
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well as the “regenerative” growth of the different natural vegetation resources in the surroundings (the
so-called weeds, grasses and even parthenium plants) would be termed: SELF REGENERATIVE
RECYCLING (SRR). The ultimate Objective is to either take up ourselves or assist prospecting
entrepreneurs the setting up of hundreds of APIX-SEP systems in cluster modules of one thousand
ha area based farmlands/ village areas. Each such one thousand ha module (to be named
APIX_1000) would be designed to turn out products/ resources valued in the range US $10 million
and above. The timed Objective is to be a catalyst in facilitating the enhancement of earning power of
the poorest farm and non-farm communities (estimated world wide to be over 3, 500 million people)
from their present paltry per capita level of $150 or lesser to over $3, 000, before the year 2050.
Thus, APIX-SEP programs would be the foundation for a world wide NEW BUSINESS AND SOCIOECONOMIC ORDER. It is also to be noted that the science, technology and engineering would be
such that the different projects EMPLOY MORE LOCAL LABOR TO GET THINGS DONE, instead of
resorting to machinery systems and highly automated manufacturing methods. And, it is noted that
increased purchasing power would create a cascading developmental effect: more money in the
hands of the people would attract schools, hospitals, restaurants, recreational clubs... and a whole lot
of socio-economic activities in the “once poverty” stricken regions; and even the local government
would have more funds for better roads, sanitation, water supply, power and other infrastructure
creation, through higher tax earnings
9. The writer, along with a small international group, has promoted an International NEW BUSINESS
company (AGRO-BIOGENICS) that would work ceaselessly to empower the poorer people of the
world (mainly in Africa, Asia and Tropical America), taking advantage of this NEW POVERTY
ALLEVIATION BUSINESS potential estimated @ US $4, 000 Billion ... finally enhancing the
purchasing power of all the working class in these areas from the present average of US $150 to $3,
000. The said program is being termed: MISSION 2050 ... please visit: http://www.agrobiogenics.com/Index.htm
10.Although it would not be possible to present all the data and methods through these columns, the
writer (along with the group) VOLUNTEERS to advise, assist, and offer various Technical
inputs, FREE OF COST, so that APIX-SEP programs could be set up in the various dilapidated
villages and poorer regions of the world – any where in the poorer parts of the world!
Best wishes
Hariharan PV
Chief Promoter & Mentor
AGRO-BIOGENICS (http://www.agro-biogenics.com/Index.htm)
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